Closing Ceremony

2020 SUZHOU 0
Team Challenge

JUNIOR DIVISION
Team Challenge
Junior Gold Medal
1 Team 303 - Shanghai Experimental School International Division - Mufeng Lin, Allen Wood Liu, Zhijun Xing
Team Challenge

SENIOR DIVISION
Team Challenge
Senior Gold Medal

5 Team 330 - Suzhou High School Jiangsu - Quan Zhou, Baili Chen, Haozhi Liu
4 Team 317 - International School of Nanjing Yuhuatai High School - Jiaxin Zheng, Xinhui Ye, Yujing He
3 Team 321 - Shanghai Weiyu International School - Yafeng Song, Liangzuo Wu, Zhicheng Shen
2 Team 331 - Suzhou High School Jiangsu - Zheng Wang, Jingyue Hu, Zihao You
1. Team 350 - Nanjing Foreign Language School International Division, Nanjing Jinling High School International Department, Nanjing Foreign Language School - Hengxiang Cao, Chuhan Zhang, Ruohong Qiu
Debate Champions

JUNIOR DIVISION
9 Xinran Li - Team 305 - Starriver Bilingual School Shanghai
8 Yuanyang Fan - Team 306 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU
7 Ivan Zhou - Team 302 - Shanghai Experimental School International Division
6 Yihan Liu - Team 307 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU
1. Zhijun Xing - Team 303 - Shanghai Experimental School International Division
2. Wendi Goertzen - Team 301 - Shanghai Experimental School International Division
3. Yuzhe Mo - Team 311 - Vanke Bilingual School
4. Chenxian Zhu - Team 312 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU
5. Ke Liang - Team 310 - Wahaha Bilingual School Hangzhou
Debate Champions

SENIOR DIVISION
24 Linglan Zhao - Team 322 - Shanghai Weiyu International School
23 Jiahe Yin - Team 326 - Shanghai Weiyu International School
22 Kaiwen Zhao - Team 325 - Shanghai Weiyu International School
21 Yuqiu Chen - Team 324 - Shanghai Weiyu International School
20 Zicen Guan - Team 349 - Shanghai Pinghe School
19 Jiaying Li - Team 334 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU
18 Yilun Dong - Team 325 - Shanghai Weiyu International School
17 Yating Zhu - Team 348 - Kang Chiao International School East China
16 Suyi Lin - Team 327 - Shanghai Weiyu International School

Debate Champions
Senior Silver Medal
15 Zihao You - Team 331 - Suzhou High School Jiangsu
14 Ruohong Qiu - Team 350 - Nanjing Foreign Language School
13 Jiayi Liu - Team 339 - Suzhou North America High School
12  Yujing He - Team 317 - International School of Nanjing Yuhuatai High School

11  Hengxiang Cao - Team 350 - Nanjing Foreign Language School International Division

10  Nathan Chen Yu Chen - Team 351 - Suzhou Singapore International School

 9  Jingyue Hu - Team 331 - Suzhou High School Jiangsu

 8  Ju Chang - Team 333 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU

 7  Wanyun Lu - Team 332 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU

 6  JingYue Yang - Team 327 - Shanghai Weiyu International School
5  Jiaxin Zheng - Team 317 - International School of Nanjing Yuhuatai High School
4  Cheng-Yen Wu - Team 337 - Suzhou North America High School
3  Chenghao Tsai - Team 340 - Suzhou North America High School
2  Patrick Liu - Team 351 - Shanghai High School International Division
1  Chuhan Zhang - Team 350 - Nanjing JinlIng High School International Department
Team Bowl

JUNIOR DIVISION
9  Team 304 - Shanghai Experimental School International Division - Litian Cao, Junmin Xu, RuiXuan Liu
8  Team 305 - Starriver Bilingual School Shanghai - Yanxu Fan, Xinran Li, Junhao Wang
7  Team 303 - Shanghai Experimental School International Division - Mufeng Lin, Allen Wood Liu, Zhijun Xing
6  Team 306 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU - Jiachen Yu, Yimin Shen, Yuanyang Fan

Team Bowl
Junior Silver Medal
5  Team 310 - Wahaha Bilingual School Hangzhou - Wangziyou Wu, Ke Liang, Canzhou He

4  Team 301 - Shanghai Experimental School International Division - Chenlin Xu, Wendi Goertzen, Elaine Ying

3  Team 311 - Starriver Bilingual School Shanghai, Vanke Bilingual School - Xutong Zheng, Alexander Zheng, Yuzhe Mo

2  Team 302 - Shanghai Experimental School International Division - Ziyu Lin, Ivan Zhou, Luohan Wang

Team Bowl
Junior Gold Medal
1. Team 308 - Suzhou North America High School - Taoyu Lv, Dian Zhu, Chengyu Zhang
Team Bowl

SENIOR DIVISION
16 Team 318 - Shanghai High School International Division - Qianjing Leng, Ge Ji, Qixin Liu
15 Team 328 - Shanghai Weiyu International School - Leying Xiao, Ziyi Yang, Hanqing Wang
14 Team 342 - Suzhou North America High School - Jiahao Chen, Haowen Wang, Lai Yuan
13 Team 336 - Suzhou North America High School - Yangyang Cao, Lingyun Qiao, Pengyu Wang
12 Team 343 - Suzhou North America High School - Jingyi Chen, Haowei Feng, Kaiwen Zhang
11 Team 345 - Suzhou North America High School - Jingyu Gu, Xirui Yan

Team Bowl
Senior Silver Medal
Team 339 - Suzhou North America High School - Zichang Wang, Jiayi Liu, Weiwei Dai

Team 326 - Shanghai Weiyu International School - Yufan Wu, Zimu Wang, Jiahe Yin

Team 340 - Suzhou North America High School - Chenghao Tsai, Guo Wu, Sucheng Ruan

Team 334 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU - Jiaying Li, YuYue Luo, Wenqian Zhang

Team Bowl
Senior Silver Medal
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Team Number</th>
<th>School Names</th>
<th>Students Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>Suzhou High School Jiangsu, Zheng Wang, Jingyue Hu, Zihao You</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>Suzhou North America High School, Hanxiang Mei, Junyi Xu, Yu-ting Chen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>Shanghai Weiyu International School, Yilun Dong, Xuanyi Li, Kaiwen Zhao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>Suzhou North America High School, Cheng-Yen Wu, Jingwen Cao, Xinran Qiao</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>Suzhou High School Jiangsu, Shanghai High School International Division, Suzhou Singapore International School, Tianyu Zheng, Patrick Liu, Nathan Chen Yu Chen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Team 350 - Nanjing Foreign Language School International Division, Nanjing Jinlng High School International Department, Nanjing Foreign Language School - Hengxiang Cao, Chuhan Zhang, Ruohong Qiu
Writing Champions

JUNIOR DIVISION
Writing Champions
Junior Silver Medal
5  Elaine Ying - Team 301 - Shanghai Experimental School International Division
4  Xutong Zheng - Team 311 - Starriver Bilingual School Shanghai
3  Licheng Xu - Team 309 - Wahaha Bilingual School Hangzhou
2  Jiachen Yu - Team 306 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU
1  Yuzhe Mo - Team 311 - Vanke Bilingual School

Writing Champions
Junior Gold Medal
Writing Champions

SENIOR DIVISION
24 Zhicheng Shen - Team 321 - Shanghai Weiyu International School
23 Wanyun Lu - Team 332 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU
22 Nathan Chen Yu Chen - Team 351 - Suzhou Singapore International School
21 Liangzuo Wu - Team 321 - Shanghai Weiyu International School
20 Zhuoer Wu - Team 346 - Vanke Meisha Academy
19 Yafeng Song - Team 321 - Shanghai Weiyu International School
18 LuYan Wei - Team 333 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU
17 Linglan Zhao - Team 322 - Shanghai Weiyu International School

Writing Champions
Senior Silver Medal
16 Patrick Liu - Team 351 - Shanghai High School International Division

15 Jingwen Cao - Team 337 - Suzhou North America High School

14 Xinhui Ye - Team 317 - International School of Nanjing Yuhuatai High School

13 Yuqiu Chen - Team 324 - Shanghai Weiyu International School

Writing Champions
Senior Silver Medal
3  Yuhan Wang - Team 346 - Vanke Meisha Academy
2  Chuhan Zhang - Team 350 - Nanjing JinlNG High School International Department
1  Hengxiang Cao - Team 350 - Nanjing Foreign Language School International Division

Writing Champions
Senior Gold Medal
Challenge Subjects

2020 SUZHOU 0
Arts
Junmin Xu - Shanghai Experimental School International Division

Social Studies
Ke Liang - Wahaha Bilingual School Hangzhou

History
RuiXuan Liu - Shanghai Experimental School International Division

Literature
Wendi Goertzen - Shanghai Experimental School International Division

Science
Yihan Liu - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU

Special Area
Zhijun Xing - Shanghai Experimental School International Division
2020 Suzhou O Junior Division

Asimov Award

Wahaha Bilingual School Hangzhou

Ke Liang
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Teacher</th>
<th>School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arts</td>
<td>Chuhan Zhang</td>
<td>Nanjing Jinling High School International Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Studies</td>
<td>Patrick Liu</td>
<td>Shanghai High School International Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>Chuhan Zhang</td>
<td>Nanjing Jinling High School International Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>Cheng-Yen Wu</td>
<td>Suzhou North America High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Hengxiang Cao</td>
<td>Nanjing Foreign Language School International Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Area</td>
<td>Zihao You</td>
<td>Suzhou High School Jiangsu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2020 Suzhou 0 Senior Division

Asimov Award

Nanjing JinlIng High School
International Department
Chuhan Zhang
Yuzhe Mo - Vanke Bilingual School
Elaine Ying - Shanghai Experimental School International Division
Licheng Xu - Wahaha Bilingual School Hangzhou
Yuanyang Fan - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU
Kunpeng Tian - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU
Taoyu Lv - Suzhou North America High School
Jiahao Chen - Suzhou North America High School
Nathan Chen Yu Chen - Suzhou Singapore International School
Jingwen Cao - Suzhou North America High School

1 Silver Challenge Medals
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>spc</td>
<td>Zeyu He</td>
<td>Shanghai Weiyu International School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lit</td>
<td>Jiaying Li</td>
<td>Suzhou International Academy, BFSU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>his</td>
<td>Yantong Zhu</td>
<td>Shanghai High School International Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lit</td>
<td>Zheng Wang</td>
<td>Suzhou High School Jiangsu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sci</td>
<td>Hanxiang Mei</td>
<td>Suzhou North America High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>his</td>
<td>Chenghao Tsai</td>
<td>Suzhou North America High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spc</td>
<td>Yicheng Sun</td>
<td>Dulwich College Suzhou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lit</td>
<td>Junyi Xu</td>
<td>Suzhou North America High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sci</td>
<td>Xirui Yan</td>
<td>Suzhou North America High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>art</td>
<td>Yujia Guo</td>
<td>Shanghai Weiyu International School</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Silver Challenge Medals
1 Silver Challenge Medals
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>Chengyu Zhang</td>
<td>Suzhou North America High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART</td>
<td>Luohan Wang</td>
<td>Shanghai Experimental School International Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIT</td>
<td>Xinran Li</td>
<td>Starriver Bilingual School Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>Zhuoer Wu</td>
<td>Vanke Meisha Academy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCI</td>
<td>Hengxiang Cao</td>
<td>Nanjing Foreign Language School International Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIT</td>
<td>Leying Xiao</td>
<td>Shanghai Weiyu International School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPC</td>
<td>Yuhan Wang</td>
<td>Vanke Meisha Academy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART</td>
<td>Kaiwen Zhang</td>
<td>Suzhou North America High School</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1 GOLD Challenge Medals**
2 Silvers
Challenge Medals
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Name and School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sci SPC</td>
<td>Zhijun Xing - Shanghai Experimental School International Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soc LIT</td>
<td>Wendi Goertzen - Shanghai Experimental School International Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>art SOC</td>
<td>Wangziyou Wu - Wahaha Bilingual School Hangzhou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>art HIS</td>
<td>RuiXuan Liu - Shanghai Experimental School International Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lit ART</td>
<td>Junmin Xu - Shanghai Experimental School International Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>his SOC</td>
<td>Xutong Zheng - Starriver Bilingual School Shanghai</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Silver, 1 GOLD Challenge Medals
sci SOC | Jiaxin Zheng - International School of Nanjing Yuhuatai High School
soc LIT | Yang Fei - Shanghai Weiyu International School
art HIS | Lingjie Zhong - Middle School Affiliated to ECUST
soc SCI | Ju Chang - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU
soc SCI | Zhicheng Shen - Shanghai Weiyu International School

1 Silver, 1 GOLD Challenge Medals
2 GOLDS
Challenge Medals
lit soc SCI | Mufeng Lin - Shanghai Experimental School International Division

his soc SCI | Chenlin Xu - Shanghai Experimental School International Division

lit art SPC | Litian Cao - Shanghai Experimental School International Division

2 Silvers, 1 GOLD Challenge Medals
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Areas</th>
<th>Student Name</th>
<th>School Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sci SOC HIS</td>
<td>Ivan Zhou</td>
<td>Shanghai Experimental School International Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lit ART SCI</td>
<td>Yihan Liu</td>
<td>Suzhou International Academy, BFSU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spc HIS LIT</td>
<td>Ziyu Lin</td>
<td>Shanghai Experimental School International Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sci ART SOC</td>
<td>Yujing He</td>
<td>International School of Nanjing Yuhuatai High School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lit ART SCI</td>
<td>Ruohong Qiu</td>
<td>Nanjing Foreign Language School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sci SOC SPC</td>
<td>Zihao You</td>
<td>Suzhou High School Jiangsu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Silver, 2 GOLDS Challenge Medals
ART SOC SPC | Ke Liang - Wahaha Bilingual School Hangzhou
ART HIS SCI | Haozhi Liu - Suzhou High School Jiangsu
LIT SCI SPC | Zichang Wang - Suzhou North America High School

3 GOLDS
Challenge Medals
3 Silvers, 1 GOLD
Challenge Medals
art SOC HIS LIT | Cheng-Yen Wu - Suzhou North America High School

art SOC LIT SPC | Patrick Liu - Shanghai High School International Division

1 Silver, 3 GOLDS Challenge Medals
Jingyue Hu - Suzhou High School Jiangsu

1 Silver, 4 Golds
Challenge Medals
5 GOLDS
Challenge Medals
Team Debate

JUNIOR DIVISION
9 Team 305 - Starriver Bilingual School Shanghai - Yanxu Fan, Xinran Li, Junhao Wang

8 Team 309 - Wahaha Bilingual School Hangzhou - Licheng Xu, Xinyun Weng, Yuxiu Liu

7 Team 306 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU - Jiachen Yu, Yimin Shen, Yuanyang Fan

6 Team 301 - Shanghai Experimental School International Division - Chenlin Xu, Wendi Goertzen, Elaine Ying

Team Debate
Junior Silver Medal
5 Team 302 - Shanghai Experimental School International Division - Ziyu Lin, Ivan Zhou, Luohan Wang

4 Team 311 - Starriver Bilingual School Shanghai, Vanke Bilingual School - Xutong Zheng, Alexander Zheng, Yuzhe Mo

3 Team 307 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU - Furong Chen, Yanting Shen, Yihan Liu

2 Team 310 - Wahaha Bilingual School Hangzhou - Wangziyou Wu, Ke Liang, Canzhou He

Team Debate
Junior Gold Medal
1 Team 303 - Shanghai Experimental School International Division - Mufeng Lin, Allen Wood Liu, Zhijun Xing
Team Debate

SENIOR DIVISION
16 Team 349 - Shanghai Pinghe School, Middle School Affiliated to ECUST - Zicen Guan, Binyu Hu, Lingjie Zhong

15 Team 328 - Shanghai Weiyu International School - Leying Xiao, Ziyi Yang, Hanqing Wang

14 Team 326 - Shanghai Weiyu International School - Yufan Wu, Zimu Wang, Jiahe Yin

13 Team 322 - Shanghai Weiyu International School - Yang Fei, Shangqing Ying, Linglan Zhao

12 Team 324 - Shanghai Weiyu International School - Zeyu He, Yuqiu Chen, Yujia Guo

11 Team 334 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU - Jiaying Li, YuYue Luo, Wenqian Zhang

Team Debate
Senior Silver Medal
10 Team 333 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU - LuYan Wei, Beier Yu, Ju Chang
9 Team 348 - Kang Chiao International School East China, Vermont International Academy Kunshan - Yating Zhu, Enxi Liu, Jiayi Guo
8 Team 325 - Shanghai Weiyu International School - Yilun Dong, Xuanyi Li, Kaiwen Zhao
7 Team 332 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU - Weiming Zhu, Wanyun Lu, Qiaofeng Bu

Team Debate
Senior Silver Medal
6  Team 339 - Suzhou North America High School - Zichang Wang, Jiayi Liu, Weiwei Dai
5  Team 337 - Suzhou North America High School - Cheng-Yen Wu, Jingwen Cao, Xinran Qiao
4  Team 327 - Shanghai Weiyu International School - JingYue Yang, Suyi Lin, Yiyi Zhu
3  Team 331 - Suzhou High School Jiangsu - Zheng Wang, Jingyue Hu, Zihao You
2  Team 317 - International School of Nanjing Yuhuatai High School - Jiaxin Zheng, Xinhui Ye, Yujing He

Team Debate
Senior Gold Medal
Team 350 - Nanjing Foreign Language School International Division, Nanjing Jinlng High School International Department, Nanjing Foreign Language School - Hengxiang Cao, Chuhan Zhang, Ruohong Qiu
Team Writing
JUNIOR DIVISION
Team Writing
Junior Silver Medal
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Team Number</th>
<th>School and Organization</th>
<th>Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>Suzhou International Academy, BFSU</td>
<td>Jiachen Yu, Yimin Shen, Yuanyang Fan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>Wahaha Bilingual School Hangzhou</td>
<td>Licheng Xu, Xinyun Weng, Yuxiu Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>Shanghai Experimental School International Division</td>
<td>Ziyu Lin, Ivan Zhou, Luohan Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>Starriver Bilingual School Shanghai, Vanke Bilingual School</td>
<td>Xutong Zheng, Alexander Zheng, Yuzhe Mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>Suzhou International Academy, BFSU</td>
<td>Furong Chen, Yanting Shen, Yihan Liu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Team 301 - Shanghai Experimental School International Division - Chenlin Xu, Wendi Goertzen, Elaine Ying
Team Writing

SENIOR DIVISION
16  Team 344 - Suzhou North America High School - Fan Fei, Zhihan Hu, Ruoxi Li
15  Team 317 - International School of Nanjing Yuhuatai High School - Jiaxin Zheng, Xinhui Ye, Yujing He
14  Team 329 - Shanghai Weiyu International School - Chengwei Sun, Mingxiang Cao, Tianyi Wang
13  Team 328 - Shanghai Weiyu International School - Lelying Xiao, Ziyi Yang, Hanqing Wang
12  Team 333 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU - LuYan Wei, Beier Yu, Ju Chang
11  Team 330 - Suzhou High School Jiangsu - Quan Zhou, Baili Chen, Haozhi Liu

Team Writing
Senior Silver Medal
10 Team 324 - Shanghai Weiyu International School - Zeyu He, Yuqiu Chen, Yujia Guo

9 Team 337 - Suzhou North America High School - Cheng-Yen Wu, Jingwen Cao, Xinran Qiao

8 Team 340 - Suzhou North America High School - Chenghao Tsai, Guo Wu, Sucheng Ruan

7 Team 327 - Shanghai Weiyu International School - JingYue Yang, Suyi Lin, Yiyi Zhu

Team Writing
Senior Silver Medal
6 Team 331 - Suzhou High School Jiangsu - Zheng Wang, Jingyue Hu, Zihao You
5 Team 332 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU - Weiming Zhu, Wanyun Lu, Qiaofeng Bu
4 Team 322 - Shanghai Weiyu International School - Yang Fei, Shangqing Ying, Linglan Zhao
3 Team 321 - Shanghai Weiyu International School - Yafeng Song, Liangzuo Wu, Zhicheng Shen
2 Team 348 - Kang Chiao International School East China, Vermont International Academy Kunshan - Yating Zhu, Enxi Liu, Jiayi Guo

Team Writing
Senior Gold Medal
1 Team 350 - Nanjing Foreign Language School International Division, Nanjing JinlNg High School International Department, Nanjing Foreign Language School - Hengxiang Cao, Chuhan Zhang, Ruohong Qiu
School Top Scholars

2020 SUZHOU 0
Shanghai Experimental School International Division - (No Spoilers)
Starriver Bilingual School Shanghai - Xutong Zheng
Suzhou International Academy, BFSU - (No Spoilers)
Suzhou North America High School - Taoyu Lv
Vanke Bilingual School - Yuzhe Mo
Wahaha Bilingual School Hangzhou - (No Spoilers)

School Top Scholars
Junior Division
Dulwich College Suzhou - Yicheng Sun
International School of Nanjing Yuhuatai High School - Yujing He
Kang Chiao International School East China - Yating Zhu
Middle School Affiliated to ECUST - Lingjie Zhong
Nanjing Foreign Language School - Ruohong Qiu
Nanjing Foreign Language School International Division - Hengxiang Cao
Nanjing Jinlng High School International Department - Chuhan Zhang
Shanghai High School International Division - Patrick Liu
Shanghai Pinghe School - Zicen Guan

School Top Scholars
Senior Division
Shanghai Weiyu International School - Yang Fei
Suzhou High School Jiangsu - (No Spoilers)
Suzhou International Academy, BFSU - Ju Chang
Suzhou North America High School - Cheng-Yen Wu
Suzhou Singapore International School - Nathan Chen Yu Chen
Vanke Meisha Academy - Yuhan Wang
Vermont International Academy Kunshan - Enxi Liu
5 Haocheng Yan - Team 341 - Suzhou North America High School
4 Tianhao Ye - Team 316 - Dulwich College Suzhou
3 Zhe Tian - Team 316 - Dulwich College Suzhou

DaVinci Award
Senior Silver Medal
2 Yizhe Li - Team 323 - Shanghai Weiyu International School
1 Zijie Yu - Team 323 - Shanghai Weiyu International School

DaVinci Award
Senior Gold Medal
Champion Scholars

JUNIOR DIVISION
10 Furong Chen - Team 307 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU
9 Licheng Xu - Team 309 - Wahaha Bilingual School Hangzhou
8 Yanting Shen - Team 307 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU
7 Ivan Zhou - Team 302 - Shanghai Experimental School International Division
6 Xutong Zheng - Team 311 - Starriver Bilingual School Shanghai
5  Ke Liang - Team 310 - Wahaha Bilingual School Hangzhou
4  Yihan Liu - Team 307 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU
3  Wendi Goertzen - Team 301 - Shanghai Experimental School International Division
2  Yuzhe Mo - Team 311 - Vanke Bilingual School
1  Zhijun Xing - Team 303 - Shanghai Experimental School International Division
Champion Scholars

SENIOR DIVISION
25  Zhicheng Shen - Team 321 - Shanghai Weiyu International School
24  Jiaying Li - Team 334 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU
23  Liangzuo Wu - Team 321 - Shanghai Weiyu International School
22  Yuqiu Chen - Team 324 - Shanghai Weiyu International School
21  Jiaxin Zheng - Team 317 - International School of Nanjing Yuhuatai High School
20  JingYue Yang - Team 327 - Shanghai Weiyu International School
19  Xinhui Ye - Team 317 - International School of Nanjing Yuhuatai High School
18  Jingwen Cao - Team 337 - Suzhou North America High School

Champion Scholars
Senior Silver Medal
17 Ziyi Yang - Team 328 - Shanghai Weiyu International School
16 Suyi Lin - Team 327 - Shanghai Weiyu International School
15 Yang Fei - Team 322 - Shanghai Weiyu International School
14 Yating Zhu - Team 348 - Kang Chiao International School East China
13 Wanyun Lu - Team 332 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU
12 Ju Chang - Team 333 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU
11 Chenghao Tsai - Team 340 - Suzhou North America High School

Champion Scholars
Senior Silver Medal
10 Haozhi Liu - Team 330 - Suzhou High School Jiangsu
9 Nathan Chen Yu Chen - Team 351 - Suzhou Singapore International School
8 Yujing He - Team 317 - International School of Nanjing Yuhuatai High School
7 Zihao You - Team 331 - Suzhou High School Jiangsu
6 Hengxiang Cao - Team 350 - Nanjing Foreign Language School International Division
5 Ruohong Qiu - Team 350 - Nanjing Foreign Language School
4 Cheng-Yen Wu - Team 337 - Suzhou North America High School
3 Jingyue Hu - Team 331 - Suzhou High School Jiangsu
2 Patrick Liu - Team 351 - Shanghai High School International Division
1 Chuhan Zhang - Team 350 - Nanjing JinlNg High School International Department
Champion Teams

SUZhou 0
12  Team 312 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU, Wahaha Bilingual School Hangzhou - Kunpeng Tian, Chenxian Zhu, Shangen Teng

11  Team 309 - Wahaha Bilingual School Hangzhou - Licheng Xu, Xinyun Weng, Yuxiu Liu

10  Team 304 - Shanghai Experimental School International Division - Litian Cao, Junmin Xu, RuiXuan Liu

9   Team 305 - Starriver Bilingual School Shanghai - Yanxu Fan, Xinran Li, Junhao Wang

8   Team 308 - Suzhou North America High School - Taoyu Lv, Dian Zhu, Chengyu Zhang

Champion Teams
Junior Silver Medal
7 Team 306 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU - Jiachen Yu, Yimin Shen, Yuanyang Fan
6 Team 307 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU - Furong Chen, Yanting Shen, Yihan Liu
25 Team 344 - Suzhou North America High School - Fan Fei, Zhihan Hu, Ruoxi Li

24 Team 318 - Shanghai High School International Division - Qianjing Leng, Ge Ji, Qixin Liu

23 Team 348 - Kang Chiao International School East China, Vermont International Academy Kunshan - Yating Zhu, Enxi Liu, Jiayi Guo

22 Team 332 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU - Weiming Zhu, Wanyun Lu, Qiaofeng Bu

21 Team 351 - Suzhou High School Jiangsu, Shanghai High School International Division, Suzhou Singapore International School - Tianyu Zheng, Patrick Liu, Nathan Chen Yu Chen
20  Team 342 - Suzhou North America High School - Jiahao Chen, Haowen Wang, Lai Yuan

19  Team 349 - Shanghai Pinghe School, Middle School Affiliated to ECUST - Zicen Guan, Binyu Hu, Lingjie Zhong

18  Team 338 - Suzhou North America High School - Hanxiang Mei, Junyi Xu, Yu-ting Chen

17  Team 333 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU - LuYan Wei, Beier Yu, Ju Chang

16  Team 324 - Shanghai Weiyu International School - Zeyu He, Yuqiu Chen, Yujia Guo

15  Team 327 - Shanghai Weiyu International School - JingYue Yang, Suyi Lin, Yiyi Zhu

Champion Teams
Senior Silver Medal

QUALIFIERS!
14 Team 343 - Suzhou North America High School - Jingyi Chen, Haowei Feng, Kaiwen Zhang

13 Team 326 - Shanghai Weiyu International School - Yufan Wu, Zimu Wang, Jiahe Yin

12 Team 330 - Suzhou High School Jiangsu - Quan Zhou, Baili Chen, Haozhi Liu

11 Team 328 - Shanghai Weiyu International School - Leping Xiao, Ziyi Yang, Hanqing Wang
5. Team 303 - Shanghai Experimental School International Division - Mufeng Lin, Allen Wood Liu, Zhijun Xing

4. Team 310 - Wahaha Bilingual School Hangzhou - Wangziyou Wu, Ke Liang, Canzhou He
10  Team 322 - Shanghai Weiyu International School - Yang Fei, Shangqing Ying, Linglan Zhao
9  Team 321 - Shanghai Weiyu International School - Yafeng Song, Liangzuo Wu, Zhicheng Shen
8  Team 334 - Suzhou International Academy, BFSU - Jiaying Li, YuYue Luo, Wenqian Zhang
7  Team 340 - Suzhou North America High School - Chenghao Tsai, Guo Wu, Sucheng Ruan
6  Team 339 - Suzhou North America High School - Zichang Wang, Jiayi Liu, Weiwei Dai
5  Team 325 - Shanghai Weiyu International School - Yilun Dong, Xuanyi Li, Kaiwen Zhao

Champion Teams
Senior Gold Medal
4 Team 317 - International School of Nanjing Yuhuatai High School - Jiaxin Zheng, Xinhui Ye, Yujing He
Champion Teams
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3rd Place Junior

Shanghai Experimental School International Division

Team 301

Chenlin Xu, Wendi Goertzen, Elaine Ying
3rd Place Senior

Suzhou High School Jiangsu

Team 331

Zheng Wang, Jingyue Hu, Zihao You
2nd Place Junior

Shanghai Experimental School
International Division

Team 302

Ziyu Lin, Ivan Zhou, Luohan Wang
2nd Place Senior

Suzhou North America High School

Team 337

Cheng-Yen Wu, Jingwen Cao, Xinran Qiao
1st Place Junior

Starriver Bilingual School
Shanghai, Vanke Bilingual School

Team 311

Xutong Zheng, Alexander Zheng, Yuzhe Mo
1st Place Senior
Nanjing Foreign Language School International Division, Nanjing Jinling High School International Department, Nanjing Foreign Language School

Team 350
Hengxiang Cao, Chuhan Zhang, Ruohong Qiu
Additional Qualifiers
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See you next year!